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Low Carbon Zones
• One per local authority
• Covers half of the fuel poor in that area
• Ensure every house out of fuel poverty
by 2013, SAP 81
• Do street-by-street

Thank you
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/

My question:
How to make low-income households,
low carbon?
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Large scale of activity & contact

What needs to change in
the current approach?
Fraser Winterbottom
June 2009

1246 advertised surgeries held
Over 150,000

651,000 calls made to our
advice line

referrals

to grants

323,000 supply chain contacts

Over 753,000

Over 1.5
1 5 million

Home Energy Checks completed

customers spoken to with advice

171 Technology showcase events

Over 1.7 million
unique web site visits

EST numbers (alone) 12 months to April 2009

High potential savings across a wide
range of areas

We’re all talking the language of a
Green New Deal
• “£100 Billion annually and the sector
employs 880,000 people”
• “New jobs & business opportunities”
• “Secure energy supplies and resilient
economy
• “A cleaner healthier environment”
• Warm and comfortable housing that
is cheap to heat & cool; better travel
options, products that last
• Perhaps a rise in the strength of
communities

But are we stuck in the middle?
Energy savers

Green
hearted

Apathetic

Shifting the middle group
‘Benefits &
solutions’

Government action &
legislation

Specific
targets
Exemplars

FITs / RHI /
PAYS
75%

Energy saving debate is now mainstream…
however
Saving money and not wasting money is of
principal importance
Concerns/recession & whether they can make
a real impact
Little evidence that small steps lead to big
steps…

In home
audits

Minimising
costs &
disruption –
‘trigger points’

RTDs &
Meters
Communities
‘people like
me’

Area based
approaches
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What needs to change with the
current approach?
How do we inspire the
large group of people who
are doing little by making
taking action more fun,
satisfying, aspirational?
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How much faster do we need to go?

The challenges of scaling up

•

Carbon cuts of 34% by 2020 and 80% in 40 yrs

Janine Michael
Head of Development
Centre for Sustainable Energy

How much faster do we need to go?
•

Carbon cuts of 34% by 2020 and 80% in 40 yrs

… so far, 17 years to cut carbon to 5½ per cent below 1990 level

•

Renewable energy supplies up tenfold in 10 years

… so far, 15 years to double generation from renewables

•

Fuel poverty eliminated in 6 years

… so far, 10 years to raise average SAP ratings of our homes by 6.6 points
17 years to cut carbon to 5½ per cent below 1990 levels.

The challenges of scaling up
• Much higher investment in energy efficiency and low carbon

CSE’s approach?
• Do bigger projects that achieve more impact

technologies
• Industry and business that can expand fast enough
• Policies that create step changes – not just steady change
• Making a low carbon lifestyle desirable – with people acting
for social/environmental (not just personal) benefit
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CSE’s approach
• Do bigger projects that achieve more impact
Train capacity build and partner to increase impact
• Train,
• Be open, publish our methodologies and share our experience
• Encourage others to emulate us but also learn from others
• Research to inform and influence policy
• Find innovative and new solutions which create step changes
(e.g. ENFOLINE – to the current EST advice centre network)

What do we,
we as CSE
CSE, need to do
to help to achieve an exponential
rate of change?
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We can’t do it on our own….
Stimulating change through
partnerships

• Problems are too big to tackle on our own
• Can’t think of sustainable energy in isolation
• Working with mainstream organisations is key:

Sarah Jeffrey
Head of Advice, Education & Community Initiatives
(maternity cover)

‐ Work with people we want to reach
‐ Recognised and trusted (usually)
‐ We need to consider the benefits to them in
working with a sustainable energy charity

Tackling fuel poverty

Installing energy efficiency measures

Warmer Improved Somerset Homes (WISH)

Warm Streets

• Funds a case worker based in West Somerset Care & Repair
• Case worker active in the local communities of West
Somerset and Sedgemoor
• Recognised and trusted local source of help
• CSE provides project management
and energy expertise
• Energy expertise embedded within
Home Improvement Agency
• Plan to roll out structure across Somerset

• Somerset wide insulation grant scheme working with seven Local
Authorities, two contractors and Scottish & Southern Energy
• Communities are key to tackling climate change but some need
additional support
• Piloting a model to pay community groups for referrals to Warm
Streets
• ‘Bridges the gap’ between local groups and mainstream
organisations – insulation contractors, Local Authorities
& Scottish & Southern Energy

Enabling others to take action

Enabling others to take action

Our Big Energy Challenge

Our Big Energy Challenge
• One lab at University of Bath. £80k pa electricity bill
• Then data plus energy manager

• Improving energy efficiency and energy awareness
across Bath & North East Somerset Local Strategic
Partnership
• Work together to achieve at least a 10% reduction in
energy consumption over three years
• Two pronged approach:
‐ change staff awareness and actions
‐ improve energy monitoring and management systems
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Enabling others to take action
Our Big Energy Challenge
• Then data plus energy manager plus ‘energy champion’
• Saving £25k per year and 102 tonnes CO2

What could be done to get
mainstream agencies to embed
sustainable energy more deeply
in their work?
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Local Delivery matters because …

“Why Local Delivery Matters to
an Energy Company
Company”

-1-

•

Market is moving to more localised non
fossil fuel generation, using less energy

•

Sustainability means more than just
reducing
d i energy – what
h t about
b t th
the
communities, jobs, travel, education
etc.

•

Our Purpose: to provide people
with energy they need – in a
reliable and sustainable way.

-2-

Scottish and Southern Energy
•

23rd largest company in the FT-SE 100*

•

£10.7bn market capitalisation*

•

18,795 employees*

•

UK’s broadest-based energy company
- Electricity generation,
transmission, distribution, supply
and services
- Gas storage, distribution, supply
and services
- Telecoms networks
- Water Networks

SSE Experience to Date

•

Second largest energy supplier, largest renewable
generator, largest street lighting operator with over
150 mixed skilled depots across the UK

•

Local brands, SHE, SWALEC and Southern
Electric

•

Good and targeted delivery is key to
successful growth

AND STILL GROWING!
* As at March 2009

-3-

-4-

SSE Group

Future for SSE

We serve customers from over 150
sites across the country.

•

“to provide people with the energy they need – in a reliable and
sustainable way”

•

Work closer with local communities, councils, RDAs, developers
and customers

•

Develop local energy services

•

Provide quality energy advice and education

•

Community involvement is key

•

Assist development of renewables market

•

Innovation and R&D

• Understanding Local Issues

-5-

-6-
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SSE New Ventures

Challenges facing SSE and Local
Delivery
Slough Heat
and Power

•InSource
Energy Limited

-7-

Geothermal
Int. Ltd

Establish a presence Across the UK – outside traditional areas

•

Help to Develop low carbon communities
with non-fossil fuel generation

•

Growing demand for energy saving technology

•

Changing Customer Demands

•

Availability of skilled labour

•

Availability of suitable property

• New Product Development
• Climate Change
• Behavioural Change

• Apprenticeships for future

-8-

Thanks for your attention.
Brian Shewan,
Shewan SSE Business
Development Manager

-9-

•

Is the Local Community Ready for an Innovative
Approach to Energy Delivery?

- 10 -
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UK Proposals to Meet 2020 Target

Developing Sustainable
Energy within a Local
Authority
David Bishop
Strategic Director – City Development
Bristol City Council

Proposed 2X3MW Wind Turbines

INDICATIVE View 3 - A403 bridge over rail link

Biomass Boilers
• Chipped
wood from
parks and
from street
work
• screened and
then goes to
wood fuel
store
• then to
boilers
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BCC Energy Developments

Fuel Cost p/k Wh
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Energy Efficiency –
Municipal Buildings
• Corporate Environmental Management
System – Externally verified.
• Working
Wo king with
ith C
Carbon
bon Trust.
T t
• 74 efficiency projects underway or
complete.
• £800,000 investment.
• 6,000 tonnes CO2 saved in 10 years.

Oil

Natural Gas

Wood Pellets

Wood Chip

Bristol Own Chip

Energy Efficiency –
Council Housing
•
•
•
•
•
•

30,000 units, to Decent Homes Standard by 2010.
Decent Homes Plus for Thermal Comfort.
Heating upgrades – ‘A’ rating boilers.
Wall & loft insulation nearing completion.
Window replacement nearing completion.
Energy rating (SAP 2005) up from 46 in 2000
to 65 in 2009.

As a result ….. Recognition!
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As a result ….. Recognition!

As a result ….. Recognition!

Shaping the Future as Regulators..
• Planning the city via the:
– Bristol Development Framework
– Development Principles Climate Change.

• …. Maximise energy efficiency and provide renewable
energy generation to reduce their CO2 emissions by 20%.
20%
• New homes … should be built to increasingly high
environmental standards … zero carbon by 2016.
• Sustainability statements required … showing how
sustainable design and construction … achieved.
• Developments to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
and adapt to the effects of climate change.
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Providing Leadership
• Green Capital Initiative.
• Bristol Partnership Green Capital
Momentum Group
Group.
• Supporting Bristol Environmental
Technology Sector.
• Commissioned Peak Oil Study.

Aiming to Provide
Exemplary Development
• Hengrove 1 BREAM Excellent.
• Balanced & Sustainable Communities
concept.
• Hengrove 2 – Code for Sustainable
Homes 6, Rapid Transit, Solar Panels,
efw, district heating, electric car clubs …

Hengrove

Sustainable Energy/
Sustainable Communities
Challenge/Opportunity
• Bristol/South West as exemplar.
• Minimise the impact of peak oil on vulnerable
people.
• Housing numbers versus quality.
• How can we have it all within budget?
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Question
In developing out Hengrove 2 over
the next 10 years, what affordable
sustainable energy infrastructure
would you insist was embedded in
the project from the outset?
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Light Foot’s Household Energy Service

Good Afternoon/Hi/Yo!
Dude

“On a journey to low carbon living”

Professional energy advice
►…

But we’re also local

Yes we have Boffins
► Common

ground
► Sharing knowledge … our vols
► Sharing responsibility … our clients
► Towards community ownership

The Question

Communication
► “SAVE

MONEY!”
This message can be a good way to
engage new people in energy saving,
but how far can you go on the journey
to a low carbon future with this ticket?
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Towards new cultural narratives
Peter Lipman
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We are not normal…
Turning interest into action
and generating new interest…
Ian Preston
Senior Analyst CSE

Climate Change West…
What did we hope to achieve?
• Engage a group of people not commonly reached by the
environmental sector
• Use the retail centres as the channels to engage these people
• Identify appropriate actions that will appeal to them
• Communicate climate change & the need to take these
actions in a language that appeals to them

100 ideas house
run VT

We built the 100 ideas house…

Lessons for the future

Wives and Girlfriends (WAGs)

• It’s possible to create a stop‐and‐talk mechanism that
captures the attention of the un‐engaged
•
•
•
•

People felt at home because we started with them
Pester power is a key motivator for the ‘non
non greens’
greens
Designer washing lines can help sell a ‘green lifestyle’
Starting a conversation is easy but it’s hard to turn ‘talk’
into action without intensive follow up

• Green consumerism won’t stimulate lasting behavioural
change
• We need to engage people on another level
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From small steps to a long journey…
• Bristol City Council currently offers free insulation to the
elderly and families with young children
• Fi
Financial
i l savings
i
message give
i us a ffoot iin the
h d
door
• South West Energy Saving Trust advice centre follow up recipients to
offer advice on additional measures (the next steps)

• What’s the narrative for people’s journey
• Do we need to start the conversation with “carbon”?
• How do we create multiple pathways to a single end point?
• We need better links between agencies and communities i.e. moving
people between energy, travel, waste, food etc.

We have a mountain to climb…
• An 80% cut in emissions by 2050 will require a huge change in
people’s lifestyles
•
•
•
•

We may no longer refer to ourselves as ‘consumers’
Achieving this will require a huge shift in people’s values and aspirations
Difficult when current aspirations are reinforced by a brand culture
Green consumerism is just out‐sourced emissions

• Government sends out mixed messages
• “It’s life threatening but we can have another runway / power station / car”

• If we can’t change people’s values then how can we engage the
‘unengaged ’ and stimulate the demand for measures required?

How can we achieve the societal
change needed to reach a low
carbon future?
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Low Carbon Zones
• One per local authority
• Covers half of the fuel poor in that area
• Ensure every house out of fuel poverty
by 2013, SAP 81
• Do street-by-street

Thank you
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/

My question:
How to make low-income households,
low carbon?
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How much faster do we need to go?

The challenges of scaling up

•

Carbon cuts of 34% by 2020 and 80% in 40 yrs

Janine Michael
Head of Development
Centre for Sustainable Energy

How much faster do we need to go?
•

Carbon cuts of 34% by 2020 and 80% in 40 yrs

… so far, 17 years to cut carbon to 5½ per cent below 1990 level

•

Renewable energy supplies up tenfold in 10 years

… so far, 15 years to double generation from renewables

•

Fuel poverty eliminated in 6 years

… so far, 10 years to raise average SAP ratings of our homes by 6.6 points
17 years to cut carbon to 5½ per cent below 1990 levels.

The challenges of scaling up
• Much higher investment in energy efficiency and low carbon

CSE’s approach?
• Do bigger projects that achieve more impact

technologies
• Industry and business that can expand fast enough
• Policies that create step changes – not just steady change
• Making a low carbon lifestyle desirable – with people acting
for social/environmental (not just personal) benefit
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CSE’s approach
• Do bigger projects that achieve more impact
Train capacity build and partner to increase impact
• Train,
• Be open, publish our methodologies and share our experience
• Encourage others to emulate us but also learn from others
• Research to inform and influence policy
• Find innovative and new solutions which create step changes
(e.g. ENFOLINE – to the current EST advice centre network)

What do we,
we as CSE
CSE, need to do
to help to achieve an exponential
rate of change?
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We can’t do it on our own….
Stimulating change through
partnerships

• Problems are too big to tackle on our own
• Can’t think of sustainable energy in isolation
• Working with mainstream organisations is key:

Sarah Jeffrey
Head of Advice, Education & Community Initiatives
(maternity cover)

‐ Work with people we want to reach
‐ Recognised and trusted (usually)
‐ We need to consider the benefits to them in
working with a sustainable energy charity

Tackling fuel poverty

Installing energy efficiency measures

Warmer Improved Somerset Homes (WISH)

Warm Streets

• Funds a case worker based in West Somerset Care & Repair
• Case worker active in the local communities of West
Somerset and Sedgemoor
• Recognised and trusted local source of help
• CSE provides project management
and energy expertise
• Energy expertise embedded within
Home Improvement Agency
• Plan to roll out structure across Somerset

• Somerset wide insulation grant scheme working with seven Local
Authorities, two contractors and Scottish & Southern Energy
• Communities are key to tackling climate change but some need
additional support
• Piloting a model to pay community groups for referrals to Warm
Streets
• ‘Bridges the gap’ between local groups and mainstream
organisations – insulation contractors, Local Authorities
& Scottish & Southern Energy

Enabling others to take action

Enabling others to take action

Our Big Energy Challenge

Our Big Energy Challenge
• One lab at University of Bath. £80k pa electricity bill
• Then data plus energy manager

• Improving energy efficiency and energy awareness
across Bath & North East Somerset Local Strategic
Partnership
• Work together to achieve at least a 10% reduction in
energy consumption over three years
• Two pronged approach:
‐ change staff awareness and actions
‐ improve energy monitoring and management systems
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Enabling others to take action
Our Big Energy Challenge
• Then data plus energy manager plus ‘energy champion’
• Saving £25k per year and 102 tonnes CO2

What could be done to get
mainstream agencies to embed
sustainable energy more deeply
in their work?
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Local Delivery matters because …

“Why Local Delivery Matters to
an Energy Company
Company”
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Sustainability means more than just
reducing
d i energy – what
h t about
b t th
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etc.

•

Our Purpose: to provide people
with energy they need – in a
reliable and sustainable way.
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Scottish and Southern Energy
•

23rd largest company in the FT-SE 100*

•

£10.7bn market capitalisation*

•

18,795 employees*

•

UK’s broadest-based energy company
- Electricity generation,
transmission, distribution, supply
and services
- Gas storage, distribution, supply
and services
- Telecoms networks
- Water Networks

SSE Experience to Date

•

Second largest energy supplier, largest renewable
generator, largest street lighting operator with over
150 mixed skilled depots across the UK

•

Local brands, SHE, SWALEC and Southern
Electric

•

Good and targeted delivery is key to
successful growth

AND STILL GROWING!
* As at March 2009

-3-
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SSE Group

Future for SSE

We serve customers from over 150
sites across the country.

•

“to provide people with the energy they need – in a reliable and
sustainable way”

•

Work closer with local communities, councils, RDAs, developers
and customers

•

Develop local energy services

•

Provide quality energy advice and education

•

Community involvement is key

•

Assist development of renewables market

•

Innovation and R&D

• Understanding Local Issues

-5-

-6-
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SSE New Ventures

Challenges facing SSE and Local
Delivery
Slough Heat
and Power

•InSource
Energy Limited

-7-

Geothermal
Int. Ltd

Establish a presence Across the UK – outside traditional areas

•

Help to Develop low carbon communities
with non-fossil fuel generation

•

Growing demand for energy saving technology

•

Changing Customer Demands

•

Availability of skilled labour

•

Availability of suitable property

• New Product Development
• Climate Change
• Behavioural Change

• Apprenticeships for future

-8-

Thanks for your attention.
Brian Shewan,
Shewan SSE Business
Development Manager

-9-

•

Is the Local Community Ready for an Innovative
Approach to Energy Delivery?
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Energy Efficiency –
Municipal Buildings
• Corporate Environmental Management
System – Externally verified.
• Working
Wo king with
ith C
Carbon
bon Trust.
T t
• 74 efficiency projects underway or
complete.
• £800,000 investment.
• 6,000 tonnes CO2 saved in 10 years.
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Bristol Own Chip

Energy Efficiency –
Council Housing
•
•
•
•
•
•

30,000 units, to Decent Homes Standard by 2010.
Decent Homes Plus for Thermal Comfort.
Heating upgrades – ‘A’ rating boilers.
Wall & loft insulation nearing completion.
Window replacement nearing completion.
Energy rating (SAP 2005) up from 46 in 2000
to 65 in 2009.

As a result ….. Recognition!
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Shaping the Future as Regulators..
• Planning the city via the:
– Bristol Development Framework
– Development Principles Climate Change.

• …. Maximise energy efficiency and provide renewable
energy generation to reduce their CO2 emissions by 20%.
20%
• New homes … should be built to increasingly high
environmental standards … zero carbon by 2016.
• Sustainability statements required … showing how
sustainable design and construction … achieved.
• Developments to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
and adapt to the effects of climate change.
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Providing Leadership
• Green Capital Initiative.
• Bristol Partnership Green Capital
Momentum Group
Group.
• Supporting Bristol Environmental
Technology Sector.
• Commissioned Peak Oil Study.

Aiming to Provide
Exemplary Development
• Hengrove 1 BREAM Excellent.
• Balanced & Sustainable Communities
concept.
• Hengrove 2 – Code for Sustainable
Homes 6, Rapid Transit, Solar Panels,
efw, district heating, electric car clubs …

Hengrove

Sustainable Energy/
Sustainable Communities
Challenge/Opportunity
• Bristol/South West as exemplar.
• Minimise the impact of peak oil on vulnerable
people.
• Housing numbers versus quality.
• How can we have it all within budget?
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Question
In developing out Hengrove 2 over
the next 10 years, what affordable
sustainable energy infrastructure
would you insist was embedded in
the project from the outset?
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Light Foot’s Household Energy Service

Good Afternoon/Hi/Yo!
Dude

“On a journey to low carbon living”

Professional energy advice
►…

But we’re also local

Yes we have Boffins
► Common

ground
► Sharing knowledge … our vols
► Sharing responsibility … our clients
► Towards community ownership

The Question

Communication
► “SAVE

MONEY!”
This message can be a good way to
engage new people in energy saving,
but how far can you go on the journey
to a low carbon future with this ticket?
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Towards new cultural narratives
Peter Lipman
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We are not normal…
Turning interest into action
and generating new interest…
Ian Preston
Senior Analyst CSE

Climate Change West…
What did we hope to achieve?
• Engage a group of people not commonly reached by the
environmental sector
• Use the retail centres as the channels to engage these people
• Identify appropriate actions that will appeal to them
• Communicate climate change & the need to take these
actions in a language that appeals to them

100 ideas house
run VT

We built the 100 ideas house…

Lessons for the future

Wives and Girlfriends (WAGs)

• It’s possible to create a stop‐and‐talk mechanism that
captures the attention of the un‐engaged
•
•
•
•

People felt at home because we started with them
Pester power is a key motivator for the ‘non
non greens’
greens
Designer washing lines can help sell a ‘green lifestyle’
Starting a conversation is easy but it’s hard to turn ‘talk’
into action without intensive follow up

• Green consumerism won’t stimulate lasting behavioural
change
• We need to engage people on another level
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From small steps to a long journey…
• Bristol City Council currently offers free insulation to the
elderly and families with young children
• Fi
Financial
i l savings
i
message give
i us a ffoot iin the
h d
door
• South West Energy Saving Trust advice centre follow up recipients to
offer advice on additional measures (the next steps)

• What’s the narrative for people’s journey
• Do we need to start the conversation with “carbon”?
• How do we create multiple pathways to a single end point?
• We need better links between agencies and communities i.e. moving
people between energy, travel, waste, food etc.

We have a mountain to climb…
• An 80% cut in emissions by 2050 will require a huge change in
people’s lifestyles
•
•
•
•

We may no longer refer to ourselves as ‘consumers’
Achieving this will require a huge shift in people’s values and aspirations
Difficult when current aspirations are reinforced by a brand culture
Green consumerism is just out‐sourced emissions

• Government sends out mixed messages
• “It’s life threatening but we can have another runway / power station / car”

• If we can’t change people’s values then how can we engage the
‘unengaged ’ and stimulate the demand for measures required?

How can we achieve the societal
change needed to reach a low
carbon future?
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